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it all began with fire
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campfire tales
For hundreds of thousands of years,

And best of all – there doesn’t need to be

human beings have used fire to obtain

any smoke, soot and ashes.

warmth, cook food and relax around.
Perhaps it was around the camp fire that

Vauni gives you a designer fireplace
which can be positioned wherever you

we developed language and shared our

want, and which burns environmen-

experiences. It is therefore not particular-

tally friendly fuel. Furthermore, it is

ly strange that fire still fascinates us and

Swedish-designed, safe and simple to use.

gives us an inner calm.

In other words, a completely new way to

Today you can enjoy a beautiful fireplace

use fire indoors.

and spread that superb warmth indoors.
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design with fire

A major benefit of Vauni’s fireplaces is

spacious hall when you want to give your

that they can be positioned precisely

guests a warm welcome.

where you want. Furthermore, the design

Not to mention how cosy it can be in the

and size fits in most rooms – and for every

bedroom on a raw autumn evening, when

conceivable style of interior decor.

what you most want to do is withdraw

Naturally, the fireplace is excellent in
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with a good book.

the living room when you want to bring

And why not create something comple-

family and friends together around the

tely extra in the kitchen or bathroom with

warming glow of the flames. Or in a

a built-in ethanol burner?

Designing a fireplace which paraphrases

We design unique products which communi-

traditional wood heating entails a major

cate with the user. All materials are selected

challenge. For in the process, the authenti-

in order to harmonise with the fire’s values

city that fire conveys – warmth, harmony,

and express aesthetics, quality and warmth.

fellowship – must never be lost.

As a result, the fireplaces are beautiful, both

Vauni’s design philosophy is based on the

with and without a fire burning in them.

user’s emotional need of fire. A lot of care is
put into making the products flexible and
attractive for people with varied requirements, tastes and circumstances.

Markus Grip, MFA
Head Designer Vauni
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made in
sweden

cupola

globe

of wide
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limited edition
The great thing about an open flame is that

homes. You can choose from: black, grey,

it goes well with most colours. Our globular

wine red, sand white and the exciting

fireplaces, Vauni Globe and Vauni Cupola

colour, Nordic Rust. All the colours offer an

(wall-mounted), are therefore available in

exclusive, luxurious finish which produces

lots of different colours. Besides classic

a glittering lustre.

white and black, we have selected a few fa-

Vauni limited edition also includes three

vourites from among this year’s design co-

trendy colours and durable materials for

lours, which are sold under the name Vauni

the stone insert around the burner. The

Limited Edition. The OF Wide fireplace,

colours here are Black Granite (black),

which can be placed in an open fireplace, is

Ice Mineral (light grey) and Trilium Tech

also included in the exclusive range.

(rusty metal look). Vauni limited edition

The limited edition range has classic

represents deluxe luxury.

earthy colours which blend into most

col or

stellar black

insert

frozen grey

nebula red

nordic rust

crystal pearl

cast iron

black granite

ice mineral

trilium tech
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made to move
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Vauni globe
The globular fireplace, Globe, is Vauni’s best

soot and ashes. Vauni Globe is available in

seller and most popular product. Both the

the standard colours of white and black,

design and the size mean that it fits in every

as well as five exclusive colours with extra

conceivable interior design style and room.

lustre in the limited edition range. The

It provides agreeable warmth and the size

inserts around the burner are available in

of the flame is infinitely adjustable. Globe is,

the standard Cast Iron design, as well as

as are all of Vauni’s fireplaces, chimney-free

in three exclusive stone versions. Choose

and equipped with the market’s most

whether you want to have Globe on a low or

advanced ethanol burner. You avoid smoke,

high base.

INSERT:

COLORS:
white

black

stellar
black

frozen
grey

nebula
red

nordic crystal
rust
pearl

cast
black
iron granite

trilium
ice
tech mineral
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the art of fire
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Vauni cupola
Vauni Cupola has the same superior and

Cupola is available in the standard colours

pure form as the Globe fireplace. The

of white and black, as well as five exclusive

difference is that you mount it on the wall.

colours with extra lustre in the limited

The design fits in most homes and is a de-

edition range. Cupola provides you with

corative element. As are the other fireplaces,

completely new opportunities to use fire as

Cupola is equipped with an advanced, adjus-

a design feature inside your home.

table ethanol burner. It is simple to install
and can be mounted on all type of walls.

COLORS:
white

black

stellar
black

frozen
grey

nebula
red

nordic crystal
rust
pearl
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made for dividing
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Vauni divider
An open fireplace made of glass. This is

Divider is equipped with a modern bioetha-

a good summary of Vauni Divider. The

nol burner with an extra wide flame profile,

fireplace’s clean lines and glazed sides give

which provides an impressive play of light

the fire a particularly striking impression

from the flames. It is simple to regulate the

and you can view it from all angles. Divider

heat and the size of the flame with the con-

is an excellent means of providing atmo-

trol element supplied.

sphere both on festive occasions and on an
everyday basis.

MANTELPIECE:

TOP:
black stainless

black stainless
granite
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Vauni edge
Vauni Edge is a wall-mounted, chim-

The fireplace is simple to install and the

ney-free fireplace with the timeless and

low temperature at the rear means that

simple form that is typical of Scandinavian

you can mount it on all types of walls.

design. The fireplace’s simple and pure

Moreover, the thin design means that the

lines fit in most interiors. Edge is decorative

fireplace appears to be built-in to the wall.

and contributes to providing a comfortable

Vauni Edge is available in three elegant

heat.

versions: with front in black, white finish
and stainless steel.

COLORS:
white

black stainless
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Vauni shadow
Vauni shadow is a chimney-free fireplace

of walls thanks to the low temperature

with a glass front that is mounted on the

behind the heat source. The thin design

wall. It is elegant, practical and looks good

also means that the fireplace appears to

both lit and unlit. Shadow is simple to

be built-in to the wall. Shadow is available

install and it can be mounted on all types

with black and white front.

COLORS:
white

black

made for fireplace
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Vauni of wide
Vauni OF Wide is the ethanol burner if

wood all you have to do is lift the burner

you are tired of smoke, soot and ashes

out. A convenient way of enjoying the new,

from your wood-burning open fire. You

environmentally-friendly technology. The

can convert your open fireplace to ethanol

fireplace also fits equally well on the coffee

whenever you want – without needing any

table or out on the terrace. OF Wide is the

installation. And when you want to use

ethanol burner full of possibilities.

COLORS:
black

stellar
black

frozen
grey

nebula
red

nordic
rust

made for installing
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Vauni CI/CI wide
Vauni CI/CI Wide is the ethanol burner

solution if you want to design your own

with maximum design freedom. It is

built-in fireplace. There are no limits with

intended to be built into fireproof material

Vauni CI/CI Wide and it fits in most homes

and does not require a chimney. A perfect

and interior design styles.

why vauni

made in sweden

simple

IN Sweden, dark winter eve-

Vauni’s fireplaces are chimney-

The simplest way to light a

nings and chilly nights have

free and use pure bioethanol.

given us a very special rela-

fire. Never before has it been simpler

This means that the energy supplied

to have a fireplace in your home. It is

goes straight into the room in the form of

precisely that user-friendliness that

pleasant heat – instead of disappearing

is one of the greatest benefits of the

out through the chimney as is the case

chimney-free technology. All you need

with conventional wood stoves. The heat

to do is fill with ethanol, light, and

output is 2-3 kW depending on model,

regulate the flame. Extinguish! Forget

which is about half of a wood-fuelled

ashes, soot, smoke and wood that has

heating stove.

to be brought in. No fuss, just lovely

tionship with the fireplace.
We also have a special relationship to
design and high quality products.
Vauni’s fireplaces are the result of a
close collaboration between Swedish
designers and innovators from
Chalmers University of Technology in
Göteborg. It is therefore not particularly strange that the spherical Globe is
manufactured using pressure turning
and advanced laser cutting. And our
ethanol burner has unique properties
in terms of function and safety. Aesthetics and technology in a beneficial
union, in other words.
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heat

It delivers a pleasant heat, without the
room getting too hot. Quite simply,
a fireplace adapted to modern houses.

heat.

safe

ECONOMY

ENVIRONMENT

When we design a fireplace, we

A fireplace to count on. If you

Our fireplaces for bioethanol

base it on the optimum solu-

are considering a fireplace at home,

give off heat in a modern and

tions. And its construction is based

Vauni is among the most cost-ef-

environmentally friendly

on the safest solutions in the market.
We therefore only use non-combustible materials around our ethanol bur-

fective solutions on the market. The
biggest saving is that you don’t need a

way. This means that the combustion
is completely clean and only small
amounts of carbon dioxide and steam

ner. Our aim is for you to have a safe

costly chimney installation. Thanks

fireplace with optimum functionality.

to the energy-efficient technology,

that you exhale. That’s why Vauni does

You can fill the burner with fuel and

are produced – the same as in the air

the running costs are also beneficial

not need a chimney and you can place

tip it upside down – and nothing will

compared with using gas or purchased

the fireplace in whichever room you

run out. In addition, you will appre-

wood.

like. Our own fuel, Vauni Eco Flame, is

• The total cost (purchase + installation)

over, it doesn’t smell, is biodegradable

ciate the flame’s soft start/stop, its
effectiveness and its light intensity.
Naturally, all our products are certified

is lowest for ethanol, followed by wood

and type approved by KIWA.

and gas.

optimised for ethanol burners. Moreand is 100% renewable.

• The running costs for wood and
ethanol are equivalent, gas is most
expensive.
• Maintenance costs (chimneysweeping etc.) are additional for
wood and gas.
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technical information

900

610

600×610×580 mm (w xhxd)
600×900×580 mm (w xhxd) high foot
Weight:
38 kg
Heat output:
2 kW (max)
Heating capacity: more than 20 m2
Fuel volume:
2l
Burning time:
min 5 h

350

395

30

395

950

160

950
550

550

160

950

750

Dimensions:
950×750×395 mm (w xhxd)
Weight:
60-70 kg
Heat output:
3 kW
Heating capacity: more than 20 m2
Fuel volume:
3l
Burning time:
min 5 h

Dimensions:
950×550×160 mm (w xhxd)
160
Weight:
25 kg
Heat output:
2 kW
Heating capacity: more than 20 m2
Fuel volume:
2l
Burning time:
min
9505 h

580

600

810

Dimensions:
810x350 mm (Ø x d)
Weight:
27 kg
Heat output:
2 kW (max)
Heating capacity: more than 20 m2
Fuel volume:
2l
Burning time:
min 5 h

900

Dimensions:

160

950

950

170

410

292
315

292
315

196

196

196

220

220

220

220

80

80

80

196

0

0
505
55
min
min

0
308
38
min
min

min

0

38

min

2

0

min

196
220

196

196

220

220

220

382

382

382

405

405

405

405

80

80

80

196
220
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220

196
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196
220

min
50

88

Assembly hole

45

405

80

80

80

196

220

80

80
80

292
315

80

20

90

CI:
CI 298
Wid
e:
3

90

min
90

Without fire box
(insert)
One burner

2
20
20

382

405

80

80

90

382

90

196

80

292
315

min 1500
min 1500
min 1500

min 650
min 650
min 650

With fire box
CI:
m
(insert).CI Widein 650
:m
in
One burner 750

m
min in 4
45 50
0

45

C
CCI: I: 29
CI I 2W98 8
Wid ide
e: : 38
38 8
8

382

405

OF WIDE

min

C
CI: I: m
C m in
CI I W
in 6
Wid ide65050
e: : min
min 7
75 50
0

min
min 90
90

382

405

OF WIDE

m
min in 4
45 50
0

382

CI WIDE

292
315

292
315

CI WIDE

80

80

292
315

CI

292
315

CI Wide

80

80

CI

CI

CI Wide
405x80x220 mm
388x202 mm
5,5 kg
3 kW
3l
min 5 h

220

F WIDE

CI
315x80x220 mm
298x202 mm
4 kg
2 kW
2l
min 5 h

90

410x90x220 mm (w xhxd)
5,5 kg
3 kW
3l
min 5 h

Dimensions (wxhxd):
Assembly hole (wxd):
Weight:
Heat output:
Fuel volume:
Burning time:

170

I WIDE

Dimensions:
Weight:
Heat output:
Fuel volume:
Burning time:

950

I

170

550

550

Dimensions:
950×550×170 mm (w xhxd)
Weight:
30 kg
170
Heat output:
2 kW
Heating capacity: more than 20 m2
Fuel volume:
2l
Burning time:
min950
5h

0
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Distance between burners
For two or more burners, with or
without insert – note additional
installation width.

The insert burner is designed to be built into fireproof material such as metal, minerit boards, bricks, tiles, cement, plaster, safety glass and stone.

© Vauni AB 2015. All copyright and design rights reserved. Vauni is a registered trademark.
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sommar.se

VAUNI
ECO-FLAME
PREMIUM
Stove fuel (pure bioethanol) for all flueless stoves and
ethanol burners.
Specially produced to
burn for longer and
with bigger flames.

ORDER AT
VAUNI.COM

Certified according to the
highest European standards

for online store or nearest showroom
vauni.com | contact@vauni.com
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